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ABSTRACT



Increasing effort of obtaining information is expected to lead to worse performance. Our results from a controlled web search and navigation study show that the relationship between effort and search task complexity is different for low and high cognitive ability users. Higher cognitive ability searchers were faster than low ability searchers on simpler tasks and in an interface that contained overview of search results, while both groups entered about same number of queries. In contrast, the high cognitive ability group tended to perform more actions than the low ability group under conditions of increased difficulty, yet their task outcomes did not show the benefit of the extra effort invested in the task performance. We offer some plausible explanations supported by interaction data and by eye-movement data.



Categories and Subject Descriptors



H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]; [Hypertext/Hypermedia] - Navigation, User Issues.



H.5.4



General Terms



Experimentation, Human Factors, Measurement



Keywords



information search, cognitive search effort.



1. INTRODUCTION



Information search requires evaluating documents, making relevance decisions and deciding when to stop the search process. In an idealized situation, a searcher could be assumed to possess perfect information and infinite resources (e.g., time). In reality, the available resources are limited. Evaluation of encountered documents and the decision when information needs are satisfied need to be made based on incomplete information. Bounded rationality hypothesis (Simon, 1956) seems to offer a well fitting explanation of human adaptive behavior in such situations. Indeed, Fu & Gray demonstrated its applicability to low-level, interactive problem-solving tasks that benefited from accessing information (Fu & Gray, 2006; Gray & Fu, 2001), while Mansourian & Ford (2007) concluded that humans engaged in higher-level purposeful information search exhibit bounded rationality and satisficing. According to the Rational Analysis framework (Anderson, 1990) the increasing demands of obtaining information is expected to lead to worse performance; as more effort is required people are expected to make decisions based on satisficing. A person stops searching for information when what has been found thus far suffices to satisfy the person’s information need. The decision is made based on partial information available locally. The decision incorporates assessment of the effort needed to continue searching to obtain better (or more) information vis-à-vis the expected utility of that information. People are assumed to strive to minimize the effort they expend and to act based on the principle of least effort (Zipf, 1949). Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). HCIR’11, October 20, 2011, Mountain View, CA.



The framework allows for making general task performance predictions for conditions that differ in the level of difficulty (and thus in the required effort). Effort is defined here as a number of cognitive actions, such as (re-)formulating a search query, assessing search results, reading an individual document and judging its relevance. For increased task difficulty, one could expect a user could start performing fewer and fewer actions and stop sooner than anticipated when continued task demand becomes too high, compared with assessed benefit of continued search. To examine these effects in a controlled study the difficulty could be manipulated by changing the complexity of information search task, the difficulty of search environment (user interface), and by taking account of differences in participant’s cognitive abilities (where a person characterized by a higher level of an ability could be expected to experience a lower effort) in the analysis. To this end, we conducted a web search and navigation study that aimed to answer how effort and behaviors change in more demanding situations, how they are affected by search tasks, search interfaces, and by individual differences (cognitive abilities). This short paper presents selected results from this study and offers some plausible explanations of why certain unexpected patterns were observed.



2. METHOD 2.1 Experiment



Thirty seven undergraduate students in an IT program (8 females and 29 males) participated in a web search experiment conducted in a controlled lab setting. Each participant conducted four search tasks on everyday topics familiar to the general public (travel, sightseeing and shopping). We used scenarios to make the search situations more realistic and to provide participants with the context and the basis for document (web page) evaluation (relevance judgments). The tasks differed in complexity. Simpler tasks involved finding a fact that satisfied specified criteria. More complex tasks involved information gathering about several items of interest and selecting those that satisfied several criteria.



2.2 Search Interfaces



The data set used in the experiment was obtained by crawling delicious.com for topics related to travel, sightseeing and shopping in several European cities. We collected approximately 18,000 unique bookmarks along with associated user-assigned tags (created by 600,000 users who entered a total of 380,000 tags). We used the study task topics (related to London and Paris) to further select approximately 100,000 tagging instances (combinations of unique URL-tag pairs) that were applied to 1,700 bookmarks. The search tasks were performed using two different interfaces: the list (L) interface (Figure 1) and the list+tag cloud (L+T) interface (Figure 2). The interface was switched after two tasks. Participants received training for each interface. Each interface displayed a textual list of results that showed, for each result, its title, URL and a list of descriptive words (tags). URL in each



search result was linked to an external website. The overview interface added to the list an overview of results in a form of a tag cloud. The overview tag cloud contained descriptive words from all returned search results. Documents (web pages returned as search results) could be evaluated based on the descriptive words available in the search results or based on reading the document by visiting a web page.



short-term memory. Verbal closure (VC) is the ability to identify visually presented words when some letters are missing, scrambled, or embedded among other letters. These particular cognitive factors were selected as likely to affect the searchers' performance (Gwizdka and Chignell, 2004); the tasks used in the study required temporarily holding words in memory (related to the task goal); the interface required quick identification of words displayed among other text. The order of tasks was balanced with respect to task complexity and the interface type. Four combinations of two task complexities and the two interfaces gave a combination of eight tasks and interface rotations (Table 1). Time-stamped sequence of user interactions during task performance was recorded along with user’s eye-movements that were captured using a standard eye-tracker (Tobii T60). The recorded data was used to calculate dependent variables: task duration, number of clicks on tags (these clicks corresponded to the number of query reformulations and the number of search results pages visited in our search system), number of external web pages visited, and task outcome (assessed as a product of document relevance and their completeness)



Figure 1. Interface L: List of results



Figure 3. State diagram of user states and transitions. Table 1. Search task order +(&,-."$',(% +(&,-."$',(% !"#$%&'()'(* *"$/0-'(* *"$/0-'(* +(&,-."$',(% +(&,-."$',(% !"#$%&'()'(* !"#$%&'()'(* *"$/0-'(* *"$/0-'(* +(&,-."$',(% +(&,-."$',(% !"#$%&'()'(* !"#$%&'()'(* *"$/0-'(* *"$/0-'(* +(&,-."$',(% +(&,-."$',(% !"#$%&'()'(* !"#$%&'()'(* *"$/0-'(* *"$/0-'(* !"#$%&'()'(*



Figure 2. Interface L+T: List with overview tag cloud. Clicking on a tag (keyword) in any of the two search interfaces added the tag to a search query, and thus narrowed down the results. The interface allowed for selective removal of tags. The possible user actions are shown Figure 3.



2.3 Experiment Design and Measures



User interface and task complexity were the controlled, withinsubjects factors, while cognitive abilities were the betweensubject factors. Participants were tested for two cognitive abilities: working memory (WM) and verbal closure (VC). Working memory (WM) reflects the ability to temporarily store and perform a set of cognitive operations on information that requires attention and the management of the limited capacity resources of



Two components of cognitive search effort were considered: a. the number of search and navigation decisions that were expressed as user actions: selection and de-selection of search terms (equivalent to the number of “query reformulations”); selection of documents to view (visits to result web pages). b. reading effort assessed based on reading model parameters: scanning vs. reading; length of reading sequences; duration of reading fixations.



2.4 Reading Model and Reading Effort



Models of the reading process have been developed that explain observed fixation duration and word skipping behaviors (Reichle et al., 2004). One popular model is the E-Z Reader that considers cognitively-controlled, serial-attention in reading eye movements (Reichle et al., 2006). It takes word identification, visual processing, attention, and control of the oculomotor system as joint determinants of eye movement in the reading process. The eye fixation analysis in our work is based on our implementation of the E-Z Reader reading model (Reichle et al., 2006). The inputs to our algorithm are successive fixation locations and their duration. The output is a classification of the sequences of fixations as members of a reading sequence, or as isolated lexical fixations, which we call 'scanning' fixations. Reading sequences and scanning instances are restricted to lexical fixations, that is, fixations that exceed the lexical processing threshold of 113 ms (Reingold and Rayner, 2006). The algorithm was used to distinguish reading fixation sequences from scanning fixations. After applying the reading model to the eye movement data, a user task session is analyzed as a contiguous sequence of these reading units. This representation of the task session provides a description of an important portion of the information acquired by the user. The number of regressions in a reading sequence and the fixation durations of the regression fixation have been associated with the difficulty of reading passages, resolution of ambiguous (sense) words, conceptual complexity of text, parsing difficulties and the reading goal (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989; Rayner, et al, 2006). We operationalize several cognitive effort indicators: fixation duration, the existence and number of regression fixations in the reading sequence and the spacing of fixations in the reading sequence.



3. RESULTS 3.1 Main Task and Interface Effects



As expected, the more complex tasks required more time (255s vs. 195s) and more effort. The increased effort on the more complex tasks was reflected in more actions performed (mean 7.8 vs. 4.5), in longer maximum reading fixation length and in more reading fixation regressions. The list+tag (L+T) cloud interface was faster than the list (L) interface (191s vs. 261s). The L+T interface required less reading effort. In this interface condition, searchers were more likely to stay in or move to the scanning state than to the reading state. As a result they engaged in less continuous reading, which was reflected in the shorter total length of scan paths of reading sequences. There were fewer and shorter mean fixations per web page. Somewhat surprisingly, task outcomes did not differ significantly between the task and interface conditions.



3.2 Cognitive Ability Effects



Interaction effects of working memory ability (WM) and task complexity on task duration and the number of tags clicked (number of “queries”) were statistically significant. On the simpler tasks, high WM subjects were faster than low WM. They also clicked fewer tags, and performed fewer search actions overall (Table 2 & 3). Thus, high WM subjects spent less search effort, but they achieved the same level of task outcomes as low WM. In contrast, the situation was different for the more complex tasks. High WM subjects tended to be slower than low WM subjects. They also performed more search actions (Table 2 & 3). However, the additional effort that high WM subjects invested in search did not seem to benefit them in terms of the achieved task outcomes – they were not significantly better than for low WM subjects. That was a surprising result that does not seem to follow the principle of least effort and the rationality analysis framework. Table 2. Effect of task and WM on task duration [seconds]. Simple task Complex task



Low WM



233 241



High WM



156 270



Interaction effect (Task x WM): F(144,1)=4.2; p=.042 Task effect for High WM only: t(60.6)=-3.3; p=.002



Table 3. Effect of task and WM on the number of queries. Low WM High WM Simple task 5 3.7 Complex task 7.1 8.4 Interaction effect (Task x WM): F(144,1)=3.1; p=.08 Task effect for High WM only: t(61.9)=-4.6; p


Table 4. Effect of task and WM on the number of opened individual documents. Low WM High WM Simple task 8.5 7.1 Complex task 3 5.2 Examining the effect of task complexity and WM on the number of visited individual documents (Table 4), we observe that this number drops significantly for low WM searchers on complex tasks. This effect can be plausibly explained by the principle of least effort. Similar effects to those of task complexity and WM were found for user interface and verbal closure ability (VC). Comparing the two search and navigation interfaces used in the study, the results overview in the list+tag cloud (L+T) condition provided additional help and hence it was the lower difficulty condition. High VC subjects were faster than low VC in the L+T interface condition, while they performed about the same number of search actions as low VC and achieved similar task outcomes (Table 5 and Table 6). In the list interface condition, high VC subjects tended to be slower than low VC; they performed more search actions, and at the same time they achieved lower task outcomes. Again, this finding seems to go against the least effort principle. Table 5. Effect of UI and VC on task duration [seconds].



Figure 4. Sample eye-movement sequences illustrating the difference between the two search interfaces.



list UI list+tag UI



Low VC



243 216



High VC



279 166



Interaction effect (UI x VC): F(144,1)=2.9; p=.093 UI effect for High VC only: t(64)=3.2; p=.002



Table 6. Effect of UI and CV on the number of queries. Low VC High VC list UI 5.3 7.8 list+tag UI 5.9 5.4 Interaction effect (UI x VC): F(144,1)=3.6; p=.062 UI effect for High VC only: t(69.6)=2.1; p=.04



The number and the duration of reading sequences differed between the task complexity levels (borderline significance: 0.05


Perhaps the higher cognitive capacity allowed these searchers to take advantage of serendipitous information encounters (Erdelez, 1997). Perhaps they applied a more complete and global evaluation of information that did not result in a measurable improvement of task outcomes, and that did not follow the principle of least effort. The presented results do not fully explain why the principle of least effort was “violated” in certain conditions.
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Figure 5. Effect of working memory WM ability on the number of reading fixations.



4. DISCUSSION & SUMMARY



The main effects of task complexity and interface were generally as expected. The interaction effects showed that the relationship between effort and interface and task complexity was different for low and high cognitive ability users. These results were somewhat surprising. Low ability (low WM) users visited fewer documents in more complex tasks and it is plausible they were satisficing. However, compared to the low ability group, high cognitive ability users tended to perform more actions than under conditions of increased difficulty. Yet task outcomes of the high ability group did not typically show the benefit of the extra effort invested in the task performance. The task outcomes of low cognitive ability people were as good as those of high cognitive ability people. It is unclear why the subjects who had higher cognitive abilities invested more search effort. One can speculate that higher effort might have brought them some other benefits. As demonstrated by the eye-movement data, high WM people did more reading on the more complex tasks. Perhaps they gained knowledge that was not immediately needed and thus was not measured in this study.
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